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Preface 
 90 

This document is the Service Functional Model for the ballot for the normative version for the Model-

Based Transformation Service (MBTS) specification. More context is given in the overview section below, 

but one preliminary point is that the SFM provides the specification of the service’s functionality, not 
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the specification of a service implementation. This is a critical distinction in terms of Service Oriented 

Architecture (SOA).  95 
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1 Service Overview and Business Case   
 

The Service Specification Development Framework Methodology sets out an overall process, and also 

defines the responsibilities of the Service Functional Model (SFM). Section 2 sets out the business 

context for this particular specification, but firstly it is important to understand the overall context 180 

within which this specification is written, i.e. its purpose from a methodology standpoint. The high level 

principles regarding service definition are as follows: 

• Service specifications shall be well defined and clearly scoped and with well understood 

requirements and responsibilities.   

• Services should have a unity of purpose (e.g., fulfilling one domain or area) but services 185 

themselves may be composable. 

• Services will be specified sufficiently to address functional, semantic, and structural 

interoperability. 

• It must be possible to replace one conformant service implementation with another meeting the 

same service specification while maintaining functionality of the system. 190 

A Service at the SFM level is regarded as a system component; the meaning of the term “(system) 

component” in this context is consistent with UML usage. A component is a modular unit with well-

defined interfaces that is replaceable within its environment. A component can always be considered an 

autonomous unit within a system or subsystem. It has one or more provided and/or required interfaces, 

and its internals are hidden and inaccessible other than as provided by its interfaces.  195 
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Each Service Functional Model defines the interfaces that the service exposes to its environment, and 

the service’s dependencies on services provided by other components in its environment. Dependencies 

in the Functional Model relate to services that have or may in future have a Functional Model at a 

similar level; detail dependencies on low-level utility services should not be included, as that level of 

design is not in scope for the Functional Model. 200 

The manner in which services and interfaces are deployed, discovered, and so forth is outside the scope 

of the Functional Model. However, Functional Models may reference content from other areas of work 

that deals with architecture, deployment, naming and so forth. Except where explicitly specified, these 

references are to be considered informative only. All other interactions within the scope of the scenarios 

identified above are in the scope of the Functional Model.  205 

Reference may be made to other specifications for interface descriptions, for example where an 

interface is governed by an existing standard.  

2. Executive Summary 

2.1 Transformation Service Overview 
 210 

The goal of the Model-Based Transformation Service (MBTS) Functional Model is to provide a 

standardized interface for transformation of data from a source into the appropriate target. In an 

interoperable environment, the MBTS provides modular, common, and universally deployable set 

of behaviors that can be used to transform data in a service-oriented environment.  MBTS defines 

the functional requirements of a set of service interfaces that allow the representation, access, and 215 

maintenance of transformation services and the use and management of artifacts required to 

perform this function.  

The MBTS provides a robust architecture for transformation of input source references derived 

from a model. The use of models in the transformation service allows description of all potential 

input source references derived from that model. This architecture has the advantage of using a 220 

single set of associations from one model to another.  

2.1.1 Service Description and Purpose 
 

This section provides readers with an overview of the architectural and business reasons supporting the 

specification of the MBTS.  225 

2.1.2 What is a Model-Based Transformation Service 
 

MBTS takes a particular architectural approach to a transformation service with the goal of describing 

requirements for a robust service for potential users. The need for a transformation of health care data 

instantiated in one model to a different model instantiation is evident in contemporary literature. This 230 

service functional specification provides a standardized set of interfaces, input, output, and other 

functions to transform an input source reference into an output target reference derived from another 
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model. By providing the functional requirements, implementers may choose various implementation of 

transformation engines and interface connections as they see fit. 

2.1.3 Scope 235 

 

Transformation services provide a consistent mechanism for accessing and managing message 

transformation, independent of the model, message, and underlying technology stack. Message 

transformation represents various resources including model syntax, model data element semantics, 

and associations between models. The following areas that operate on data transformation resources 240 

are considered: 

Administration operations provide the ability to manage capabilities of a transformation service. 

Administration functions include the ability to import and update models, model versions and model 

element associations. Whenever engaging in administration activities, the transformation users shall 

follow the licensing agreement of the models, which is outside the scope of MBTS.  245 

Execution operations provide the ability to use the transformation service to transform an input source 

reference into a target output. Execution functions include the ability to search models and associations 

in the transformation service, and to designate available models as source and target.  

Search/Query operations provide the ability to determine the resources available on a transformation 

service instance, which is necessary for both administrative and execution functions.  250 

 

2.2 Reason for the Standard: 
The “Immunization: Cross-Paradigm Interoperability Implementations, Release 1” Immunization XP IG) 

identified a gap in the HL7 Service Oriented Architecture stack .1 The Storyboards associated with a use 

case “imply inter-system interactions that require interoperability….”2 Also, “[a] possible outcome of 255 

[Immunization XP IG] project is identification of the need for service specifications to implement UC05 

inventory use case ….”3 Additionally, the RLUS specification also notes that a transformation service 

would support development of a semantic interoperability strategy including RLUS. The MBTS provides a 

transformation service to meet a portion of the interoperability needs left unfulfilled by the pre-existing 

SOA service stack.  260 

2.3 Structure of the Transformation Service 
The MBTS uses models as a resource to perform transformations. Models are developed with specific 

purposes and use cases in mind, and as such are structured very differently. The format of any given 

model may range from a simple flat list of elements to more complex semantic and syntactical 

hierarchies.  265 

 
1 HL7_V3_DAM_IZ_R1_INFORM_2012MAY; HL7 Version 3 Domain Analysis Model: 
Immunization, Release 1 
May, 2012 
2 Id 
3 Id 
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The functional components of MBTS must be able to operate on this broad spectrum of models. At a 

minimum, MBTS must specify a source model and a target model for the basis of a transformation. The 

MBTS Conceptual Model, shown below, outlines the various components of the service and the 

cardinality of the relationships between them, but does not dictate particular levels of data 

normalization or other technical details of implementation. The MBTS Conceptual Model describes a 270 

logical (analysis level) model with the intent that most components that affect transformation service 

behavior have been described.  

Note, it is not the goal of the MBTS Conceptual Model to describe all the components of the model class 

that is used as a resource for transformation. The MBTS Conceptual Model merely purports to describe 

the necessary attributes in a model for use in a transformation service between models. Several aspects 275 

of handling transformations are supported by the conceptual model. For example models and model-

association sets have specific version classes. Specific concerns of audit trail / history have not been 

explicitly represented.  

  

The purpose of this model is to represent the semantics of the key requirements of the MBTS and it is 280 

intended to assist with understanding the expected behaviors and interactions of models. The MBTS 

Conceptual Model is derived from business requirements, and as such was rather meant to reflect these 

requirements and not intended to explicitly provide implementation level detail. For example, the 

presence of identifier or version identifier attributes in classes in the Conceptual Model is not intended 

to indicate that a unique identifier property will be assigned by the model author or that identifiers are 285 

persisted across versions of a model.  

Also, the full “status” requirements for the Conceptual Model classes are undefined in this specification.  

Technical specifications must define minimum explicit state models for the purposes of interoperability. 

The basic “default” minimum assumption is that the concept of “active” and “inactive” states is covered, 

whereby inactive instances would not show up in normal searches. However, these restrictions are seen 290 
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as realm or organization specific configuration settings. Individual deployments may also use an 

additional separate curation state (e.g. pending, approved, etc.). This is not explicitly covered in this 

specification since this would be organization specific and often handled by separate workflow tools. 

The values need to be determined by the requirements for maintaining metadata. The primary reason is 

that this service is designed for handling of many different kinds of models, and these may have 295 

different state models.  

Several classes in the model include an attribute for provenance information, named 

"provenanceDetails." This should be more concretely defined in the technical specifications, but should 

include such information as: author, copyright, generation type, source and source type, approval 

information, whether it is modifiable, and so on. This may vary to some degree by the class to which it 300 

applies, but a consistent structure should be defined where possible. 

 

2.3.1 Model 
A Model is either an information model or a data model of sufficient detail to determine if a particular 

input source reference conforms to the constraints of that model.  A detailed information model such as 305 

an HL7 FHIR profile or the database schema of a record in a table could be considered a model. Given 

the MBTS does not create or edit models, the attributes for models in the MBTS Conceptual Model are 

limited to those necessary for administration and use of the transformation service. They include: 

• An identifier for the model, which is also shared between all ModelVersions. 

• A name (name) that is human readable for recognition of the model. 310 

• A description of the model that pertains across all ModelVersions. 

• Administrative information (administrativeInfo) such as the author, owner, and other 

information shared across all versions of the model.   

2.3.2 ModelVersion 
Models change over time to increase their functionality in the intended domain. This may occur due to 315 

external causes (the body of knowledge underlying the model changes) or due to internal causes 

(certain aspects of the model are found to cause errors, and improvements may limit errors). Therefore, 

understanding the version of a model used to create an input source reference is necessary for multiple 

transformation functions, e.g. testing conformance and ensuring appropriate ModelAssociations are 

used for transformation.  A ModelVersion is a static snapshot of a Model at a given point in time that 320 

continues until a new version supersedes the prior ModelVersion. It enables identification of the 

versions of the model. A ModelVersion is represented by attributes, including: 

 

• A version identifier (versionId) that uniquely identifies each version of a model.  

• Identification of the previous version (previousVersionId) of the model, which enables tracking 325 
of sequencing of versions, and identification of missing versions on a server instance.  

• A set of dates (releaseDates) that represent the date when the version of the model became 
available within a particular domain (could be universal, realm specific or for an organization).  

• The formats (releaseFormats) in which the version of the model is available in.  

• The official location (repositoryLocation) at which the version of the model is made available.  330 
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• A status (status) to identify the state of the model version (mainly for curation).  

• A status date (statusDate) to identify the date the status was set to its current value (for 
curation).  

• A description (description) that describes the code system version.  

• Provenance information (provenanceDetails) relating to the release (version) of the code 335 
system, including the registration authority and any pertinent copyright information.  

• A name (name) that is the official name of the code system as assigned by the terminology 
provider at the time of the version being issued.  

 

2.3.3 ModelElement 340 

A ModelElement defines the minimum amount of information to transmit semantically clear data. A 

model element has one or more attributes that are generally associated with a particular data type. At a 

minimum the ModelElement must have a name attribute to distinguish between different 

ModelElements. ModelElements range from simple structures such as database fields to structures with 

complex datatypes.  345 

2.3.4 ModelAssociation 
A ModelAssociation defines a relationship between ModelElements in different ModelVersions. For 

example, on model may define Patient.birthDate as “the date of birth of an individual” and another 

model may define an element, “recordTarget.birthTime” with the same description. These two elements 

in different models have an iso-semantic association. For transformation between different models, the 350 

associations between elements in those models must be established. ModelAssociation defines a 

minimal set of attributes: 

 

• A type (associationType) that describes the nature of the association (e.g. iso-semantic vs. 

hierarchic relationship).  355 

• A status (status) to identify the state (mainly for administrative functions).  

• A status date (statusDate) to identify the date the status was set to its current value (for 

curation).  

• Association properties (associationProperties) to describe any properties or attributes of the 

association which may also be used to represent rules in rule-based mapping.  360 

• A SourceModelVersion Name to identify the ModelVersion that contains the source 

ModelElement 

• A SourceModelVersion id to identify the ModelVersion that contains the source ModelElement 

• A TargetModelVersion Name to identify the ModelVersion that contains the target 

ModelElement 365 

• A TargetModelVersion id to identify the ModelVersion that contains the source ModelElement 

 

2.3.4 ModelAssociationSetVersion 
A ModelAssociationSetVersion is the entire set of ModelAssociations established between 

ModelElements within two ModelVersions. ModelAssociationSetVersions are not part of either model, 370 

but depend on both of them and may be published by third parties. A ModelAssociationSetVersion is 
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necessary to perform a transformation from a source to a target model. ModelAssociationSetVersion 

has the following properties: 

• An identifier that uniquely identifies the ModelAssociationSet (id).  

• A description (description) of the ModelAssocitionSet that might include its use, maintenance 375 

strategy, intent and other information of interest.  

• Administrative information (administrativeInfo), independent of any specific version of the map 

set, such as ownership, source URL, and copyright information.  

2.3.5 TransformationReference 
This class contains the attributes necessary to identify both the input source reference for 380 

transformation and the target output created through transformation. Given that the Transformation 

Service User does not have authority over the input source reference, this class is designed with minimal 

expectations for distinguishing attributes. TransformationReference is limited to: 

• objectReference: This may be a file name, URI, or other location to identify the specific object 

either identified as the input source for transformation or output target created during 385 

transformation. 

• lastUpdated: This is a time stamp for the last changes to the TranformationReference, whether a 

file, URI reference, etc.  

2.4 Implementation Considerations 
The MBTS is specified as a standalone service. Implementations, however, will take part in a service 390 

framework that includes many other services that provide additional functionality. The additional 

services likely to affect actual implementation functionality are described in more detail in section 4, 

Assumptions and Dependencies. Included here are brief discussions of key relationships to other 

services to consider during implementation. 

2.4.1 Model Repository 395 

A model repository is necessary as a store for models and model versions, and likely for model 

association set versions, for use in the transformation service. A model repository is a “storage as 

service” that supports a variation of CRUD (create, read, update and delete) features.  Additionally, the 

repository supports a robust set of services for metadata, staging, versioning, access control and 

auditing to provide a complete production-distribution environment. 400 

It is important to note that the repository is not a platform (configuration management) for developing 

models.  The content of the repository is assumed to be of certain state of maturity and validation.  The 

models are expected to be stable as updates provide churn. 

Metadata is an overused term but it is a significant aspect of a repository.  A repository is simply a large 

collection of anonymous files without a robust metadata approach.  Each data point in the metadata 405 

provides a information allowing users to quickly locate and assess a particular model resource.  Care 

must be taken in populating and maintaining the metadata in the repository.   

MBTS implementation guides should describe resource version maintenance with regard to the 

functioning of the service, and how these changes are implemented in different models. At a minimum, 

the specification should describe or consider:  410 
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• The impact of operations on artifact versions as represented on the service interface; 

• The effect of transactional scope on this behavior;  

• The implications of this for different models;  

• That artifacts may have multiple cycles on various levels (existence, availability, curation) and 

may transit between different states repeatedly;  415 

• How the versioning approach relates to the various date attributes expressed on the service 

interface;  

• How the service describes the versioning policy of the artifacts the service expresses. 

This specification assumes that versioning and state management are duties of the model authors (often 

Standard Development Organizations) and managers of specific models.  420 

2.4.2 Conformance between ModelVersion and Input Source Reference 
Conformance between a model version and an input source reference underpins optimal functionality 

of the model-based transformation service. In order for a ModelAssociationSetVersion to provide the 

map for transformation of an input source reference, the input source reference must conform to the 

source model elements in a ModelVersion. Furthermore, the conformance of an output target with the 425 

target ModelVersion will determine the functionality of the output target within the workflow designed 

for the target model. The method in which conformance is determined and expressed to actors 

performing a transformation is implementation dependent.  

2.4.3 Terminology Transformation Required for Output Target Reference Conformance. 
Section 4 includes a larger discussion concerning terminology transformation in relation to model-based 430 

transformation. The implementation method for calls from the MBTS to the terminology service may 

significantly affect performance of the MBTS.  Certain transformations between an input source 

reference and an output target will require numerous terminology transformations for the output target 

reference to conform to terminology constraints in the target model. The large number of calls may 

affect service performance.  435 

3 Business Scenarios 
 

The scenarios presented herein should not be considered normative for the purpose of conformance to 

MBTS. The scenarios are offered for explanatory purposes.  

Each scenario was developed in respect to actual business needs. Though the range of scenarios 440 

described is limited, the non-normative nature does not limit elucidation of additional scenarios for the 

MBTS. Furthermore, specific implementation considerations, noted above, such as auditing or 

terminology transformation, are not included in the scenarios. 

The business scenarios have been grouped into three categories to differentiate capabilities: 

Administrative Scenarios, Search/Query Scenarios, and Core Runtime Scenarios.  445 

3.1 Scenario Actors 
Actors will use the MBTS for different purposes. These different actors can be generalized into a basic 

Transformation User which is an Actor that is simply an individual, organization, or application that 
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requires access to message transformation services for some purpose. Specializations of the 

Terminology User actor participate in additional operational specific scenarios that are defined by this 450 

Service Functional Model to address the Scope that is outlined in section 1.3. Actors described in this 

section are not necessarily human actors, but also include organizations and systems. These actors are 

described below. 

3.1.1 Transformation User  
A Transformation user is a person or program that requires access to transformation services, such as a 455 

subject matter expert, clinician, or application programmed to accept data in a particular model. 

3.1.2 Model Association Developer  
A Model Association Developer is an actor, such as a subject matter expert, that creates associations 

between one model to another. 

3.1.3 Transformation Service Administrator   460 

A Transformation Service Administrator is an actor responsible for ensuring the availability and overall 

maintenance of resources comprising transformation service. 

3.1.4 Transformation Service Executioner  
A Transformation Service Executioner is an actor that performs runtime operations for transformation of 

data in a input source reference into a output target. 465 

3.2 Administrative  Scenarios 

 

The Administrative Scenarios are intended to describe the functional operations necessary for 

transformation service administrators to access and make available resources obtained from model 

developers and model associations developers. Transformation service administrators are required to 470 

interface with transformation service systems in order to load that content into transformation services. 

3.2.1. Import Content  
A Transformation Service Administrator has been asked to configure a transformation service so that 

doctors in the Transformation Service Administrator’s hospital can see patient history received from a 

health information exchange. The hospital and the health information exchange use different models to 475 

store and share information.  The transformation service content to support transformation from the 

health information exchange model to the hospital’s model may include but is not limited to:  

• Models 

• ModelVersions 

• ModelAssociationSetVersions between a source model version and a target model version.  480 

These content sources may either be new sources, or updated versions of previously existing content 

sources. To load content, the Transformation Service Administrator may be required to convert the 

content from the format provided by the Model Association Developer to a format that the 

transformation service is capable of importing (the conversion being out of scope of this service). 

Associated Functional Model Operations: ImportModel, Import ModelVersion, Import 485 

ModelAssociationSetVersion 
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3.2.2 Modify Content Status  
The hospital decides to test a new model version for storing and sharing information. A Transformation 

Service Administrator is required to activate a model version and model-association set version, thus 

changing its status. In this case the transformation content is still physically present in the 490 

transformation service with a changed status.  

Associated Functional Model Operations: Change ModelVersion Status, Change 

ModelAssociationSetVersion Status 

3.2.3 Remove Model Content  
The hospital changes the model it uses to store and share information to a new model, different from its 495 

prior model. A Transformation Service Administrator is required to remove a model version and model-

association set version from the transformation service, rendering it unavailable for subsequent access 

by other service functions.  

Associated Functional Model Operations: Remove ModelVersion, Remove ModelAssociationSetVersion 

3.3. Search/Query Scenarios  500 

The scenarios in this section describe the ability to query models and model associations. These 

scenarios attempt to outline the information requirements for querying.  

A given MBTS implementation will be required to advertise the specific search algorithms that it 

supports.  

3.3.1 Retrieve Available ModelVersions 505 

An HIE moves to a new version of the model they use to transmit patient records. A Transformation 

Service Administrator wants to determine if the hospital’s instance of a transformation service supports 

the new model version. The Transformation Service Administrator is interested in seeing a listing of the 

available model versions, as well as the details pertaining to each model version available.  

Associated Functional Model Operations: List ModelVersions, Return ModelVersion Details 510 

3.3.2. Compare ModelVersions  
A Transformation Service Administrator finds different versions of the HIE model version in the 

transformation service model repository, and wants to determine what differences exist between the 

two different versions of the HIE model.  

Note that the service calls just return the required models, grouping two or more List Model Elements. 515 

Carrying out the side by side comparison would be a client function.  

Associated Functional Model Operations: Return ModelVersion Details 

3.3.3 Retrieve ModelAssociationSetVersion Details  
A Transformation Service Administrator wants information on the model association set to support the 

new HIE model. A Transformation Service Administrator wants to retrieve metadata on available 520 

association sets in the MBTS instance. This may include metadata regarding the model associations, 

versions, or additional data available to the MBTS designated to be used by external systems (e.g..: XML 

encoded or OWL formatted mapping rule content).  
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Associated Functional Model Operations: Return ModelAssociationSetVersion Details 

3.3.4 Compare ModelAssociationSetVersions  525 

A Transformation Service User at the hospital wants to compare the prior version and the new version of 

the model association sets to support the transformation of patient data in HIE model to hospital model. 

She compares the model associations sets by viewing each association set version’s identifying 

information or metadata. Note that the service calls just return the required model association set 

versions, grouping two or more Retrieve ModelAssociationSetVersion Details and the actual comparison 530 

is the responsibility of the service client application.  

Associated Functional Model Operations: List ModelAssociationSetVersions, Return 

ModelAssociationSetVersion Details 

3.4 Transformation Service Executioner   
This storyboard outlines the engagement of the transformation service to perform an actual 535 

transformation of an input source reference into an output target. 

3.4.1Perform transformation  
The doctor in the hospital has a new patient with an extensive history of treatment by another hospital 

across town. The HIE has delivered the patient records to the doctor. The doctor uses his EHR system to 

call for the patient records. The EHR system, acting as Transformation Service Executioner, makes a call 540 

to the transformation service to transform the patient history from the HIE model to a target output of 

the hospital model.  

4 Assumptions and Dependencies 

4.1 Dependencies on other Service Frameworks 
The MBTS is a component service that functions alongside other component services, some of which are 545 

necessary for the MBTS to fulfill its operations.  

4.1.1 Privacy and Security 
MBTS instances in the healthcare domain may have various security and privacy concerns associated 

with transformation of confidential and/or sensitive patient data. The MBTS does not provide security or 

user authentication service specifications, but rather relies on separate services as part of an 550 

implementation. For health care domain implementations, this would allow use of security services 

capable of supporting HL7 Healthcare Privacy and Security Classification System. Audit services also 

perform important functions for security services, which also must be supplied as part of a separate 

service.  

4.1.2 Terminology services 555 

The relationship to terminology services deserves special note. To meet conformance requirements in a 

model, transformation of data from an input source instance into an output target often requires 

transformation of data values from one terminology into another. Of note, in the health care, this 

relationship takes great importance. The most basic health data, including patient demographics such as 

gender, often differs from the input source reference to the output target reference. 560 
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The necessity for terminology transformation establishes dependence on a terminology service for the 

production of output targets conformant with a model. Architecturally there is no outright dependence, 

for output target instances to conform to the output target model requirements, a terminology service 

must be utilized. This specification does not require a particular terminology service, however, the 

Common Terminology Service Release 2 (CTS2) service functional model provides a service level 565 

description of a terminology service that would provide the necessary functionality.  Other terminology 

services could be used equally as well within a well-designed implementation.  

4.1 Assumptions for the MBTS Service 
 

MBTS uses model association sets between a source model and a target model to transform an input 570 

source reference into an output target.  

This assumes two facts: models exist in a form that may be imported into the MBTS and model-

association sets exist in a form that may be imported into the MBTS. Regarding the availability of 

models, this is an implementation detail that may be actualized through thoughtful implementation. 

Regarding model-association sets, the MBTS as presented does not include a function to create model-575 

associations. There exist many methods for creating model-associations; the authors may update this 

standard with specifications for a model-association generation interface, but at this time describing an 

interface for creating model-associations is out of scope. Given the knowledge of multiple model 

association formats, a thoughtful implementation will actualize the assumption.  

5 Detailed Functional Model for each Interface 580 

5.1 Administration Operations 

5.1.1  ImportModel  

 
Name ImportModel 

Description Adds all available versions of a model into the transformation service. 
The actual content may be supplied by value or reference, i.e. as a 
complete set of explicit content or as a reference to a location where 
the content can be separately obtained for loading. 

Inputs - Model ID  
- Model Name 
- Model Description 
- Repository Location(uri) 
- Model Contents  

Outputs An acknowledgment indicating whether the model has been 
successfully added to the Transformation Service.  

Preconditions Model is available in a form the service may import. 

Postconditions The Model is available in the Transformation Service. 

Relationship to Levels of 
Conformance 

L2 Functional Profile 

Exception Conditions Model is not found at source location 

Model is not consumable by MBTS import tools. 
Notes  
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5.1.2 Import Model Version 585 

 
Name ImportModelVersion  

Description Adds either an entire new version or the necessary revision updates 
to an already loaded model version into the transformation service 
repository (content included by value or by reference to a location).  
 

Inputs - Model id  
- Current Model versionID (optional) 
- Scope of Replacement (encoded and description)  
- Model Version location (URI) or  
- Model Version Updated Contents  

Outputs An acknowledgment indicating whether the model version has been 
successfully added or updated in the Transformation Service.  

Preconditions Model version is available for direct consumption by MBTS. 

Postconditions Model version is available for access via the MBTS functions. 

Relationship to Levels of 
Conformance 

L2 Functional Profile 

Exception Conditions Model Version not found at source location  
Model Version source is not consumable by MBTS import tools.  
 
(Information pertaining to the failures is logged and reported for 
analysis and serviceability.)  

Notes  

 

5.1.3. Remove a Model 
 

Name RemoveModel 

Description Removes all versions of a model from the transformation service. This 
operation is used by administrators in cases where the support model 
is no longer available in cases such as the implementor no longer 
wishes to support the format or that this particular version has been 
depreciated by the appropriate authority of that format.  

Inputs - Model id 
- Date Removed 

Outputs An acknowledgment indicating whether the model has been 
successfully removed from the transformation Service 

Preconditions Model is available for use in the transformation service.  

Postconditions The model is not longer supported in the transformation service. 

Relationship to Levels of 
Conformance 

L2 Functional Profile 

Exception Conditions Model not found.  

Notes  

 590 
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5.1.4 Remove ModelVersion 

Name RemoveModelVersion 

Description Removes either an entire version or the necessary revision updates 
for an already loaded model from the transformation service 
repository (content included by value or by reference to a location).  
Includes indicator as to whether intent is to remove whole model or 
just replace some elements (data elements, associations etc).  

Inputs - ModelVersion id  
- Model id  
- Or 
- Model Version repositoryLocation (URI)  

 
Outputs An acknowledgment indicating whether the Model Version has been 

successfully removed or not.  

Preconditions ModelVersion available on the MBTS instance.  

Postconditions The model version is no longer supported in the transformation 
service. 

Relationship to Levels of 
Conformance 

L2 Functional Profile 

Exception Conditions ModelVersion not found . 

Notes  

 

 

5.1.5 Update Model 

Name UpdateModel 

Description Update model metadata. This can occur for a variety of issues, 
ranging from change the wording of the description to change the 
value of the uri . 

Inputs - Model id 
- Date Updated 
One or more of the following 
- Model 

- Registration Authority 

- Status 

- Description 

- Other implementation specific metadata 

Outputs An acknowledgment indicating the metadata about the source files 
formats has been successfully updated.  

Preconditions Model available on MBTS instance.  

Postconditions  

Relationship to Levels of 
Conformance 

L2 Functional Profile 

Exception Conditions Model not found. 
Invalid model metadata attribute. 

Notes  
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 595 

 

5.1.4 Update ModelVersion 

Name UpdateModelVersion 

Description Update model version metadata. This can occur for a variety of 
issues, ranging from change the wording of the description to change 
the value of the uri . 

Inputs - Model versionID 
- Date Updated 
One or more of the following 
- Status 

- Description 

- Other implementation specific metadata 

Outputs An acknowledgment indicating the metadata about the model 
version has been successfully Update.  

Preconditions ModelVersion available on MBTS instance. 

Postconditions  

Relationship to Levels of 
Conformance 

L2 Functional Profile 

Exception Conditions Model version not found. 
Invalid model version metadata attribute. 

Notes  

 

5.1.5 Import ModelAssociationSetVersion 

Name ImportModelAssociationSetVersion  

Description Installs a set of model data element associations (mappings) into the 
transformation service for subsequent access by other service 
functions. This operation may be used for the initial installation of a 
set of associations. This may include the full set of associations 
between concepts from different models. The actual associations 
may be supplied by value or reference, i.e. as a complete set of 
explicit association or as a reference to a location where the 
associations can be separately obtained for loading.  
 

Inputs - ModelAssociationSetVersion id   
- ModelAssociationSetVersion description (optional) 
- ModelAssociationSetVersion provenanceDetails (optional) 
- ModelAssociationSetVersion Location (URI) or 
- ModelAssociationSetVersion Contents  

Outputs  
An acknowledgment indicating whether the associations have been 
successfully loaded or not.  
 

Preconditions  
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Associations are available in a format directly consumable by MBTS 
import tools.  
 

Postconditions Model-associations are available for access via the MBTS functions. 

Relationship to Levels of 
Conformance 

L2 Functional Profile 

Exception Conditions ModelAssociationSetVersion format cannot be imported by MBTS. 
ModelAssociationSetVersion does not exist at specified URI. 
 

Notes  

 600 

5.1.6 Remove ModelAssociationSetVersion 

Name Remove ModelAssociationSetVersion 

Description Remove a set of model associations (mappings) in the transformation 
service away from subsequent access by other service functions.  

Inputs - ModelAssociationSetVersion id 
- ModelAssociationSetVersion Description (optional) 
- ModelAssociationSetVersion repositoryLocation (URI)  

  

Outputs  
An acknowledgment indicating whether the associations have been 
successfully removed or not.  
 

Preconditions  
ModelAssociationSetVersion available in MBTS implementation. 

Postconditions  

Relationship to Levels of 
Conformance 

L2 Functional Profile 

Exception Conditions ModelAssociationSetVersion not found. 

 

5.1.7 Update ModelAssociationSetVersion Status 

Name ChangeModelAssociationSetVersionStatus 

Description Changes the state of a set of associations. (Includes inactivation, 
activation etc.) This allows a Transformation Administrator to manage 
the state of a set of associations,  
 

Inputs  
- ModelAssociationSetVersion versionID 
- Date Updated 
One or more of the following 
- Status 

- Description 

- Other implementation specific metadata  
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Outputs An acknowledgment indicating whether the state of the Model-
associations have been successfully changed.  
 

Preconditions  
ModelAssociationSetVersion is available on the MBTS.  
 

Postconditions  
The ModelAssociationSetVersion metadata is changed to the 
requested value.  
 

Relationship to Levels of 
Conformance 

L2 Functional Profile 

Exception Conditions  
ModelAssociationSetVersion not found 
Invalid metadata change requested  
 
 

 

 605 

5.2 Search / Access Operations 
The following detailed functional models outline functionality supporting the business scenarios in 

Section 2.2.2 of this document. Input parameters specified here are intended to correlate with the 

attributes outlined in section 2.3, Structure of the Service.  

Filter Criteria - Filter Criteria is intended to specify the types of filtering mechanisms specific to the 610 

Model, ModelVersion, or ModelAssociationsSetVersion being queried. It is understood that the 

identification attributes for different classes may differ, and as such different filter criteria may be 

applied to appropriately identify and filter model information being queried.  

Query Control - Query Control defines a placeholder for parameters that have the capacity of 

constraining the query results returned from a query for model elements. This allows a user to restrict 615 

the amount of data returned, or set/define the order in which the data is sorted. This is different from 

Filter Criteria, which specifies restriction on the business data being returned. 

 

5.2.1 Capability Query 

Name Return Service Details  

Description Returns information about the Transformation Service itself such as 
the service name, version, description, service owner and service 
properties  

Inputs - Query Control 

Outputs  List of MBTS details  

Preconditions  

Postconditions Output with list of MBTS information 

Commented [ML1]: This needs change. Wrong 
terminology. 
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Relationship to Levels of 
Conformance 

All Functional Profiles 

Exception Conditions  

Notes  

 620 

5.2.2 List Models 

Name ListModels 

Description List the models available on this instance of the MBTS that match 
entered filter criteria 

Inputs - Filter Criteria 

- Query Control 

 

Outputs A listing of zero of more models, together with metadata properties, 
that areavailable on the instance of the MBTS. 

Preconditions None 

Postconditions None. 

Exception Conditions Invalid filter criteria 
Invalid query control. 

Aspects left to technical 
specification  

Definition of filter criteria. Should include name for a simple means of 
retrieving ID where not known.  

Relationship to Levels of 
Conformance 

L2 Functional Profile 

Notes  

 

5.2.3 Return Model Details 

Name ReturnModelDetails 

Description Returns the detail (metadata) for a given model on the 
transformation service. 

Inputs - Model Identifier 

Outputs Details pertaining to the specific model. 

Preconditions Model available on the MBTS instance 

Postconditions None. 

Exception Conditions Model identifier not found. 

Aspects left to technical 
specification  

 

Relationship to Levels of 
Conformance 

L2 Functional Profile 

Notes  

 

5.2.4 List ModelVersions 625 

Name List ModelVersions 

Description Lists all the available model versions available on the MBTS instance 
for an identified model  
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Inputs - Filter Criteria 

- Query Control 

Outputs A listing of zero or more versions, together with detail, that match the 
criteriaidentified in the query input. 

Preconditions None 

Postconditions None. 

Exception Conditions Model Identifier not found 

Aspects left to technical 
specification  

 

Relationship to Levels of 
Conformance 

L2 Functional Profile 

Notes  

 

5.2.5 Return ModelVersion Details 

Name ReturnModelVersionDetails 

Description Returns the detail (metadata) for a given ModelVersion on the 
transformation service. 

Inputs - ModelVersion versionID 

Outputs Details pertaining to the specific model. 

Preconditions ModelVersion available on the MBTS instance 

Postconditions None. 

Exception Conditions ModelVersion identifier not found. 

Aspects left to technical 
specification  

 

Relationship to Levels of 
Conformance 

L2 Functional Profile 

Notes  

 

5.2.6 List ModelAssociationSetVersions  

Name List ModelAssociationSetVersions 

Description A listing of zero or more ModelAssociationSetVersions, together with 
detail, that match the criteria identified in the query input. 

Inputs - Filter Criteria 

- Query Control 

Outputs Detail associated with ModelAssociationSetVersions meeting the 
filter criteria and query control. 

Preconditions None 

Postconditions None. 

Exception Conditions Invalid filter criteria 
Invalid query control. 

Aspects left to technical 
specification  
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Relationship to Levels of 
Conformance 

L2 Functional Profile 

Notes  

 630 

5.2.7 Return ModelAssocationSetVersion Details 

Name ReturnModelDetails 

Description Returns the detail (metadata) for a given ModelAssociationSetVersion 
on the transformation service. 

Inputs - id 

Outputs Details pertaining to the specific ModelAssociationSetVersion. 

Preconditions None 

Postconditions None. 

Exception Conditions ModelAssociationSetVersion id not found. 

Aspects left to technical 
specification  

 

Relationship to Levels of 
Conformance 

L2 Functional Profile 

Notes  

 

5.3 Execution Operations 
 

5.3.1 Transformation Service Interface 635 

Name ExecuteTransform 

Description Transforms input source reference into target output in target 

ModelVersion structure  

Inputs - Source ModelVersion id 
- Input Source Reference 
- Target ModelVersion id 

Outputs - Target Output 

Preconditions Source ModelVersion available on MBTS instanceTarget 
ModelVersion available on the MBTS instance 
ModelAssociationSetVersion with associations between source 
ModelVersion and target ModelVerion available on the MBTS 
instance 
Input source referenceavailable in format consumable by MBTS 
instance tools.  

Postconditions  

Relationship to Levels of 
Conformance 

L1 and L2 Functional Profiles 

Exception Conditions - Errors 
- Input source reference not found 
- Transformation Failure 

Notes  
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6. Profiles 
 

A set of profiles may be defined that cover specific functions, semantic information and overall 

conformance. In brief, they are as follows: 640 

• Functional Profile: a named list of a subset of the operations defined within this specification 

which must be supported in order to claim conformance to the profile. 

• Semantic Profile: identification of a named set of information descriptions (e.g. semantic 

signifiers) that are supported by one or more operations. 

• Conformance Profile: this is a combination of a set of functional and semantic profiles taken 645 

together to give a complete coherent set of capabilities against which conformance can be 

claimed.  This may optionally include additional constraints where relevant. 

6.1 Functional Profiles 
The functional compliance of an MBTS implementation is defined by a set of functional capabilities that 

are implemented and exposed. Each implementation specification is classified by its functional level of 650 

compliance.  

Level 0 (L0): This level is defined by a subset of capabilities tailored for a specific transformation 

scenario.  

Level 1 (L1): This compliance level is composed of the basic MBTS Execution capability fully 

implemented. 655 

Level 2 (L2): This level extends the L1 functional profile with the Administrative capabilities. 

Note that these levels of compliance are useful to classify the standard MBTS implementation 

specification. A real-world implementation can deactivate some capabilities in response to specific 

business needs and frequently can be expected to meet L0. 

6.2 Semantic Profiles 660 

The primary function of the transformation service is to transform data between two different 

“information constructs that specify the structure and meaning of data.”4 Thus, each time a new input 

source reference model is utilized in the MBTS, a different semantic profile is created.  

Appendix A contains use cases with specific semantic profiles and refers to Appendix B with examples of 

ModelAssociationSetVersions that may be implemented.  665 

7 The Services Framework Functional Model  
The HL7 Services Framework Functional Model identifies common underlying enterprise infrastructure 

such as naming, directory, security, etc. that may be assumed and referenced by this Functional Model.  

Note that the HL7 Services Framework Functional Model was being developed in parallel with other 

service Functional Models; candidate functionality for the Framework should be submitted to the HL7 670 

 
4 ANSI/HL7 RLUS, R1-2013 (R2019), 7/19/2019, pg. 56.  
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SOA WG (Service Oriented Architecture Work group) or the ArB (Architecture Review Board) for 

evaluation.  

MBTS compliant service instances are intended to be middleware services, and operate within the 

context of supporting infrastructure services that may exist within an enterprise. As a result, a number 

of underpinning capabilities have been intentionally omitted from the scope of this specification. These 675 

include (but are not limited to) capabilities such as, identity management, security and record location 

services.  

The MBTS specification, by design, can be used as a means to integrate a new capability into a service-

oriented architecture, or can be used to provide a service interface to access content in legacy 

applications. It is not intended as a replacement for any single system, but instead to act as a companion 680 

component that facilitates interoperability with data sharing partners through a standardized set of 

APIs.  

MBTS serves as a simplifying resource for the organization, as it can provide a single point of access for 

all transformation service. 

  685 
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Appendix A 
 

Use Case 1 – Patient Data in Continuity of Care Document used in FHIR Based CDS Hooks 

Service 690 

This use case demonstrates the function of ModelAssociationSetVersion that is less than the complete 
set of model elements in a ModelVersion. The use case is adapted from a functional description 
developed by the Center for Disease Control Opioid Prescribing Guidelines project5, and includes CDS 
Hooks artifacts from that project as well.  
 695 
Narrative 

Joe Veteran is referred by Dr. Primary to Dr. Feelgood for treatment of chronic pain. Dr. Feelgood's 

practice receives Joe V. records from Dr. Primary in CCD form. At the office visit, Dr. Feelgood prescribes 

Joe V. extended release opioids with ambulatory abuse potential. The CDS Service associated with Dr. 

Feelgood’s EHR queries for Joe V records, finds CCD records, and requests transform from CCD to o FHIR 700 

resources, then uses CDS Hooks service in conjuction with data in FHIR resource form, including 

transformed historical data. 

Use Case Actors 

Joe Veteran - clinical background context and care requirements for CDS Hooks Service 

Dr. Feelgood - clinical decision maker 705 

EHR – Transformation Service Executioner calls transformation service and CDS Hooks service 

FHIR Server - Stores information for CDS Hooks Service 

CDS Hooks Service - executes CDS 

Transformation Service – transforms CCD records into FHIR Resources 

MBTS Components 710 
 
The scope of the transformation is defined by the set of FHIR elements used in the Opioid Prescribing 
Guidelines, which includes elements from the Patient, Encounter, and Observation resources. The exact 
FHIR elements required are available at the page for urine drug testing guidelines in the Opioid 
Prescribing Support IG.6 The applicable mappings in Appendix B include the US Realm Header mappings, 715 
the Encounter Mappings, and the Observation mappings.  
 

 
5 http://build.fhir.org/ig/cqframework/opioid-cds/ 
6 http://build.fhir.org/ig/cqframework/opioid-cds-r4/recommendation-10.html 

http://build.fhir.org/ig/cqframework/opioid-cds/
http://build.fhir.org/ig/cqframework/opioid-cds-r4/recommendation-10.html
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Use Case 2 – Patient Data in Continuity of Care Document used Emergency Department 

Admission 
This use case demonstrates the use of the complete set of C-CDAR2.1 entry template mappings.  The use 720 
demonstrates the value of a model-based transformation service within a larger interoperability 
configuration.  
 
Narrative 

Nancy Neckbrace visits the local emergency department late on Friday night following an acute blow to 725 

her neck. Nurse Smith queries the state’s HIE for Nancy’s medical history, and finds records in CCD 

format. Nurse Smith requests the records, and upon receicpt the hospital EHR system calls the 

transformation service for to transform the patient history into FHIR resources for use in the hospital 

FHIR-based applications.  

Use Case Actors 730 

Nancy Neckbrace - clinical background context and care requirements. 

Nurse Smith - practitioner 

EHR – Transformation Service Executioner  

Transformation Service – transforms CCD records into FHIR Resources 

MBTS Components 735 
 
The scope of the transformation is the entirety of the C-CDAR2.1 entry template mappings in Appendix 
B. 
 

Use Case 3 – Admission notice send in V2 transformed to FHIR  740 

This use case demonstrates the use of the of V2 to FHIR mapping tables developed by the HL7 Orders 
and Observation Working Group.  The use demonstrates the value of a model-based transformation 
service within a larger interoperability configuration.  
 
Narrative 745 

Nancy Neckbrace visits the local emergency department late on Friday night following an acute blow to 

her neck. Dr. Damage admits Nancy for monitoring, and upon admission, the hospital sends an ADT-A01 

message to the state HIE for routing to Nancy’s primary care doctor. The primary care doctor’s office 

receives the ADT-A01 notification and transforms the message data to FHIR resources for use in FHIR-

based applications.   750 

Use Case Actors 

Nancy Neckbrace - clinical background context and care requirements. 

Dr. Damage – practitioner and clinical decision maker 

EHR – ADT-A01 message sending application.  
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Transformation Service – transforms V2 ADT-A01 into FHIR Resources 755 

MBTS Components 
 
The scope of the transformation is the entirety of the V2 to FHIR mappings in Appendix C. 
 
  760 
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Appendix B – Exemplary Mappings for CCDAR2.1 Continuity of Care 

Document Entry Templates to FHIR Resources 
These mappings provide an example ModelAssociationVersionSet that transforms a source based on the 

CCDAR2.1 Continuity of Care Document into a FHIR R4 Bundle using the CCDA-on-FHIR Implementation 

Guide and US-Core Profiles. The mappings begin at the entry level because the section level mappings 765 

are available in the CCDA-on-FHIR-Continuity-of-Care-Document profile.7   

 

CCD  FHIR  

PROBLEM OBSERVATION us-core-condition  

id us-core-condition.identifier 

low us-core-condition.onsetdateTime 

high us-core-condition.abatementdateTime 

value us-core-condition.code 

entryRelationship (Problem Status) 
 

value us-core-condition.clinicalStatus 

ClinicalDocument  

recordTarget.patientRole.id us-core-condition.subject 

 

 

CCDA  FHIR   

ALLERGY CONCERN ACT us-core-allergyintolerance   

id us-core-allergyintolerance.identifier 

statusCode us-core-allergyintolerance.clinicalStatus 

entryRelationship ALLERGY INTOLERANCE OBSERVATION 
 

effectiveTime us-core-allergyintolerance.onsetPeriod 

value us-core-allergyintolerance.category 

participant.playingentity.code us-core-allergyintolerance.code 

entryRelationship REACTION OBSERVATION 
 

effectiveTime.low us-core-allergyintolerance.reaction.onset 

value us-core-
allergyintolerance.reaction.manifestation 

entryRelationship SEVERITY OBSERVATION 
 

value us-core-allergyintolerance.reaction.severity 

entryRelationship CRITICALITY OBSERVATION 
 

value us-core-allergyintolerance.criticality 

ClinicalDocument  

recordTarget.patientRole.id us-core-condition.subject 

 
7 http://hl7.org/fhir/us/ccda/StructureDefinition-CCDA-on-FHIR-Continuity-of-Care-Document.html 
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 770 

CCDA  FHIR  

MEDICATION ACTIVITY  us-core-medicationstatement (requires status, 
medication[X], dateAsserted, subject, taken) 

@moodcode us-core-medicationstatement.status 

id us-core-medicationstatement.identifier 

code us-core-medicationstatement.category 

effectiveTime.value us-core-medicationstatement.effectiveDateTime 

effectiveTime.low us-core-medicationstatement.effectivePeriod.start 

effectiveTime,high us-core-medicationstatement.effectivePeriod.end 

effectiveTime @operator="a" 
 

value us-core-medicationstatement.dosage.rateQuanity 

low us-core-medicationstatement.dosage.rateRange.low 

high us-core-medicationstatement.dosage.rateRange.high 

repeatNumber us-core-medicationstatement.dosage.maxDosePerPeriod 

routeCode us-core-medicationstatement.dosage.route 

approachSiteCode us-core-medicationstatement.dosage.site 

doseQuantity us-core-medicationstatement.dosage.dose 

rateQuantity us-core-medicationstatement.dosage.rateQuantity 

maxDoseQuantity us-core-
medicationstatement.dosage.maxDosePerAdministration 

administrationUnitCode us-core-medicationstatement.dosage.dose.unitString 

manufacturedProduct 
MedicationInformation 

 

id us-core-medicationstatement.medicationReference & us-
core-medication.identifier 

manufacturedMaterial.code us-core-medication.code 

manufacturerOrganization 
(Organization) 

us-core-medication.manufacturer 

id  us-core-organization.identifier 

name us-core-organization.name 

telecom us-core-organization.telecom 

addr us-core-organization.address 

performer (assignedEntity) 
 

id us-core-practitionerRole.practitioner.reference 

code us-core-practitionerrole.speciality 

addr us-core-practitionerrole.location => Location.address 

telecom us-core-practitionerrole.telecom 

representedOrganization (Organization) 
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id us-core-organization.identifier & us-core-
practitionerRole.organization.reference 

name us-core-organization.name 

address us-core-organization.address 

telecom us-core-organization.telecom 

participant DRUG VEHICLE us-core-medicationstatement.medicationReference => us-
core-medication 

code us-core-medication.Ingredient.itemCodeableConcept 

entryRelationship INDICATION us-core-medicationstatement.reasonReference => 
Condition 

id us-core-condition.identifier 

code us-core-condition.category 

low us-core-condition.onsetDateTime 

high us-core-condition.abatementDateTime 

value us-core-condition.code 

entryRelationship INSTRUCTION 
 

text us-core-medicationstatement.dosage.patientInstruction  

entryRelationship MEDICATION 
SUPPLY ORDER 

us-core-medicationstatement.request => 
Reference(MedicationRequest) 

id us-core-medicationRequest.identifier 
 

us-core-medicationRequest.status = "draft" 

effectiveTime us-core-
medicationRequest.dispenseRequest.validityPeriod 

repeatNumber us-core-
medicationRequest.dispenseRequest.numberOfRepeatsAll
owed 

quantity us-core-medicationReques.dispenseRequest.quantity 

entryRelationship MEDICATION 
DISPENSE 

us-core-medicationstatement.partOf => 
Reference(MedicationDispense) 

id MedicationDispense.identifier 

statusCode Gap 

effectiveTime.low MedicationDispense.whenPrepared 

effectiveTime.high MedicationDispense.whenHandedOver 

quantity MedicationDispense.quantity 

entryRelationship MEDICATION FREE 
TEXT SIG 

 

text us-core-medicationstatement.dosage.text 
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CCDA  FHIR  

PROCEDURE ACTIVITY PROCEDURE us-core-procedure (status, code, patient, and date 
performed required) 

id us-core-procedure.identifier 

code us-core-procedure.code 

effectiveTime us-core-procedure.performedPeriod 

performer 
 

assignedEntity 
 

id  us-core-procedure.performer.actor & us-core-
practitioner.identifier & us-core-
practitionerRole.practitioner.reference 

telecom us-core-practitionerRole.telecom 
 

assignedPerson 
  

name us-core-practitioner.name 
 

represented organization 
  

id us-core-practitionerRole.organization & us-core-
organization.identifier 

 

name us-core-organization.name 
 

address us-core-organization.address 
 

telecom us-core-organization.telecom 
 

participant SERVICE LOCATION us-core-procedure.contained.location 
 

code us-core-location.contained.type 
 

addr us-core-location.contained.address 
 

telecom us-core-location.contained.telecom 
 

playingEntity 
  

name us-core-location.contained.name 
 

entryRelationship ENCOUNTER 
  

id us-core-procedure.context & us-core-encounter.identifier 
 

entryRelationship INSTRUCTION 
  

text us-core-procedure.note 
 

entryRelationship INDICATION 
  

value us-core-procedure.reasonCode 
 

PROCEDURE ACTIVITY 
OBSERVATION (obs) 

us-core-procedure 
 

id us-core-procedure.identifier 
 

code us-core-procedure.code 
 

effectiveTime us-core-procedure.performedPeriod 
 

value us-core-procedure.contained.observation.value 
 

methodCode us-core-procedure-method 
 

targetSiteCode us-core-procedure.bodySiteCode 
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entryRelationship REACTION 
OBSERVATION 

  

value us-core-procedure.complication 
 

entryRelationship SEVERITY 
OBSERVATION 

  

value us-core-condition.severity 
 

   

PROCEDURE ACTIVITY PROCEDURE us-core-procedure 
 

id us-core-procedure.identifier 
 

code us-core-procedure.code 
 

statusCode us-core-procedure.status 
 

effectiveTime us-core-procedure.performedPeriod 
 

methodCode us-core-procedure.method 
 

targetSiteCode us-core-procedure.bodySiteCode 
 

participant PRODUCT INSTANCE  us-core-procedure.focalDevice.manipulated =>us-core-
device 

 

id us-core-device.udi.id 
 

code us-core-device.type 
 

scopingEntity 
  

id us-core-device.udi.issuer 
 

entryRelationship ENCOUNTER 
  

id us-core-procedure.context & us-core-encounter.identifier 
 

entryRelationship INSTRUCTION 
  

text us-core-procedure.note 
 

entryRelationship INDICATION 
  

value us-core-procedure.reasonCode 
 

entryRelationship 
(ReactionObservation) 

us-core-procedure.complicationDetail 
 

value us-core-procedure.complication 
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CCDA  FHIR  

RESULTORGANIZER (organizer) us-core-diagnosticreport-lab 

id us-core-diagnosticreport-lab.identifier 

code us-core-diagnosticreport-lab.code 
 

us-core-diagnosticreport-lab.category = LAB 
 

us-core-diagnosticreport-lab.status = unknown 

effectiveTime us-core-diagnosticreport-lab.effectivePeriod 

RESULT OBSERVATION (observation) 
 

id us-core-diagnosticreport-lab.result => us-core-
observation-lab.identifier 

code us-core-observation-lab.code 
 

us-core-observation-lab.category = laboratory 
 

us-core-observation-lab.status = unknown 

effectiveTime us-core-observation-lab.effectivePeriod 

value us-core-observation-lab.value 

interpretationCode us-core-observation-lab.interpretation 

methodCode us-core-observation-lab.method 

targetSiteCode us-core-observation-lab.bodySite 

referenceRange 
 

text us-core-observation-lab.referenceRange.text 

value.low us-core-observation-lab.referenceRange.low 

value.high us-core-observation-lab.referenceRange.high 

 775 

CCDA  FHIR  

SOCIAL HISTORY OBSERVATION 
(observation) 

OBSERVATION 

id Observation.identifier 

code Observation.code 
 

Observation.status = unknown 

effectiveTime Observation.effectivePeriod 

value Observation.value 
  

PREGNANCY OBSERVATION (observation) OBSERVATION 

id Observation.identifier 

code 
 

statusCode 
 

 
Observation.status = unknown 

value Observation.valueCodeableConcept 

entryRelationship Estimated Date of 
Delivery 
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observation Observation.component 

code Observation.component.code 

statusCode 
 

value Observation.component.valueDateTime 
  

SMOKING STATUS-MEANINGFUL USE 
(observation) 

us-core-smokingstatus 

id us-core-smokingstatus.identifier 

code us-core-smokingstatus.code 
 

us-core-smoking.status = unknown 

effectiveTime us-core-smokingstatus.effectivePeriod 

value us-core-smokingstatus.valueCodeableConcept 

author See author mappings 

time us-core-smokingstatus.issued 
  

TOBACCO USE (observation) OBSERVATION 

id Observation.identifier 

code Observation.code 
 

Observation.status = unknown 

effectiveTime Observation.effectivePeriod 

value Observation.valueCodeableConcept 
  

CULTURAL AND RELIGIOUS OBSERVATION 
(observation) 

OBSERVATION 

id Observation.identifier 

code Observation.code 
 

Observation.status = unknown 

value Observation.value 
  

CHARACTERISTICS OF HOME 
ENVIRONMENT (observation) 

OBSERVATION 

id Observation.identifier 

code Observation.code 
 

Observation.status = unknown 

value Observation.valueCodeableConcept 

 

CCDA  FHIR  

VITAL SIGNS ORGANIZER (organizer) vitalspanel 

id vitalspanel.identifier 

code vitalspanel.code.coding 
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vitalspanel.code.coding = 85353-1 

statusCode 
 

 
vitalspanel.status = unknown 

effectiveTime vitalspanel.effectivePeriod 

component (VitalSignobservation-
vitalsigns) 

vitalspanel.component (vitalsigns) 

  

VITAL SIGN OBSERVATION vitalsigns 

id vitalsigns.identifier 

code vitalsigns.code 

statuscode 
 

 
vitalsigns.category = vital-signs 

effectiveTime vitalsigns.effectivePeriod 

value vitalsigns.value 

interpretationCode vitalsigns.interpretation 

methodCode vitalsigns.method 

targetSiteCode vitalsigns.bodySite 

 

CCDA  FHIR 

IMMUNIZATION ACTIVITY  US-CORE-IMMUNIZATION  

ImmunizationActivity@moodcode = "EVN" US-Core-Immunization.status = "completed" 

id US-Core-Immunization.identifier 

code Gap 

statusCode US-Core-Immunization.status 

effectiveTime US-Core-Immunization.occurrenceDateTime 

repeatNumber US-Core-
Immunization.protocolApplied.doseNumberString 

routeCode US-Core-Immunization.route 

approachSiteCode US-Core-Immunization.site 

doseQuantity US-Core-Immunization.doseQuantity 

consumable.manufacturedProduct 
 

manufacturedMaterial.code US-Core-Immunization.vaccineCode 

manufacturedMaterial.lotNumberText US-Core-Immunization.lotNumber 

manufacturerOrganization US-Core-Immunization.manufacturer => Organization 

id  US-Core-Organization.identifier 

name US-Core-Organization.name 

telecom US-Core-Organization.telecom 

addr US-Core-Organization.address 

id US-Core-Immunization.performer.actor.reference  

address US-Core-PractitionerRole.address 
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telecom US-Core-PractitionerRole.telecom 

name US-Core-Practitioner.name 

entryRelationship INDICATION 
 

value US-Core-Immunization.reasonCode 

entryRelationship INSTRUCTION 
 

text US-Core-Immunization.note 

entryRelationship REACTION 
OBSERVATION 

 

id US-Core-Immunization.reaction.id 

effectiveTime US-Core-Immunization.reaction.date 

value US-Core-Immunization.reaction.detail.reference 
(Observation.valueCodeableConcept) 

 

CCDA  FHIR  

ENCOUNTER ACTIVITY (act) us-core-encounter 

id us-core-encounter.identifier 

code us-core-encounter.type 

effectiveTime us-core-encounter.period 

dischargeDispositionCode us-core-encounter.hospitalization.dischargeDisposition 

participant Service Delivery 
Location 

us-core-encounter.contained.location 

code us-core-location.type 

addr us-core-location.address 

telecom us-core-location.telecom 

playingEntity 
 

name us-core-location.name 

entryRelationship Indication 
 

value us-core-reasonCode 

entryRelationship 
EncounterDiagnosis 

 

entryRelationship Problem 
Observation 

us-core-encounter.diagnosis.condition => us-core-condition 

negationInd 
 

id us-core-encounter.diagnosis.condition & us-core-
condition.identifier  
us-core-condition.category = encounter-diagnosis 

effectiveTime.low us-core-condition.onsetDateTime  

effectiveTime.high us-core-condition.abatementDateTime 

value us-core-condition.code 

entryRelationship (Problem Status) 
 

value us-core-condition.clinicalStatus 
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Appendix C – Exemplary Mappings for HL7 v2.8.2 to FHIR R4 
These mappings were developed by the Orders and Observations V2 to FHIR project. They are not yet balloted, though they have been 
developed with intent to ballot. As unballoted, draft material, these mappings are subject to change, both in form and content.  
 

 

Display 

Sequence

Identifier Name Data Type Cardinality Computab

le ANTLR

Computab

le 

Narrative Data Type Cardinality

01.00.00 MSH-1 Field Separator ST 1..1

02.00.00 MSH-2 Encoding Characters ST 1..1

03.00.00 MSH-3 Sending Application HD 0..1

04.00.00 MSH-4 Sending Facility HD 0..1 IF MSH-21 NOT VALUED Provenance.agent.who(Organization)=Organization[MSH-4] Reference(Organization) 1..1

04.00.00 MSH-4 Sending Facility HD 0..1 IF MSH-21 NOT VALUED Provenance.agent.type.coding.code="author" code 0..1

04.00.00 MSH-4 Sending Facility HD 0..1 IF MSH-21 NOT VALUED Provenance.agent.type.coding.system="http://terminology.hl7.org/CodeSystem/provenance-participant-type"uri 0..1

05.00.00 MSH-5 Receiving Application HD 0..1

06.00.00 MSH-6 Receiving Facility HD 0..1

07.00.00 MSH-7 Date/Time of Message DTM 1..1 Provenance.recorded instant 1..1

07.00.00 MSH-7 Date/Time of Message DTM 1..1 Provenance.occuredDateTime dateTime 0..1

08.00.00 MSH-8 Security ST 0..1

09.00.00 MSH-9 Message Type MSG 1..1

10.00.00 MSH-10 Message Control ID ST 1..1

11.00.00 MSH-11 Processing ID PT 1..1

12.00.00 MSH-12 Version ID VID 1..1

13.00.00 MSH-13 Sequence Number NM 0..1

14.00.00 MSH-14 Continuation Pointer ST 0..1

15.00.00 MSH-15 Accept Acknowledgment TypeID 0..1

16.00.00 MSH-16 Application Acknowledgment TypeID 0..1

17.00.00 MSH-17 Country Code ID 0..1

18.00.00 MSH-18 Character Set ID 0..*

19.00.00 MSH-19 Principal Language Of MessageCWE 0..1

20.00.00 MSH-20 Alternate Character Set Handling SchemeID 0..1

21.00.00 MSH-21 Message Profile Identifier EI 0..*

22.00.00 MSH-22 Sending Responsible OrganizationXON 0..1 Provenance.agent.who(Organization)=Organization[MSH-21] Reference(Organization) 1..1

22.00.00 MSH-22 Sending Responsible OrganizationXON 0..1 Provenance.agent.type.coding.code="author" code 0..1

22.00.00 MSH-22 Sending Responsible OrganizationXON 0..1 Provenance.agent.type.coding.system="http://terminology.hl7.org/CodeSystem/provenance-participant-type"uri 0..1

23.00.00 MSH-23 Receiving Responsible OrganizationXON 0..1

24.00.00 MSH-24 Sending Network Address HD 0..1

25.00.00 MSH-25 Receiving Network Address HD 0..1

HL7 v2

FHIR Attribute

Condition (IF True) HL7 FHIR
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Display 

Sequence

Identifier Name Data TypeCardinalityComputable ANTLR Computable FHIRPath Narrative Data Type Cardinality Data Type Mapping

01.00.00 PID-1 Set ID - PID SI 0..1

02.00.00 PID-2 Patient ID CX 0..1 Patient.identifier[1] Identifier 0..* CX

03.00.00 PID-3 Patient Identifier List CX 1..* Patient.identifier[2] Identifier 0..* CX

04.00.00 PID-4 Alternate Patient ID - PID CX 0..1 Patient.identifier[3] Identifier 0..* CX

05.00.00 PID-5 Patient Name XPN 1..* Patient.name[1] HumanName 0..* XPN

06.00.00 PID-6 Mother's Maiden Name XPN 0..* Patient.extension-mothersMaidenName HumanName 0..* XPN

07.00.00 PID-7 Date/Time of Birth DTM 0..1 Patient.birthdate date 0..1

08.00.00 PID-8 Administrative Sex CWE 0..1 Patient.gender code 0..1 CWE[code]
09.00.00 PID-9 Patient Alias XPN 0..* Patient.name[2] HumanName 0..* XPN

10.00.00 PID-10 Race CWE 0..* Patient.#ext-race# coding 0..* CWE[Coding]

11.00.00 PID-11 Patient Address XAD 0..* Patient.address[1] Address 0..* XAD

12.00.00 PID-12 County Code IS 0..1 Patient.address[2].district string 0..1

13.00.00 PID-13 Phone Number - Home XTN 0..* Patient.telecom[1] ContactPoint 0..* XTN

13.00.00 PID-13 Phone Number - Home XTN 0..* Patient.telecom[1].use="home"

14.00.00 PID-14 Phone Number - Business XTN 0..* Patient.telecom[2] ContactPoint 0..* XTN

14.00.00 PID-14 Phone Number - Business XTN 0..* Patient.telecom[2].use="work"

15.00.00 PID-15 Primary Language CWE 0..1 Patient.communication.language CodeableConcept 0..* CWE[CodeableConcept]

15.00.00 PID-15 Primary Language CWE 0..1 Patient.communication.preferred="true" boolean

16.00.00 PID-16 Marital Status CWE 0..1 Patient.maritalStatus CodeableConcept 0..1 CWE[CodeableConcept]

17.00.00 PID-17 Religion CWE 0..1 Patient.extension-patient-religion CodeableConcept 0..* CWE[CodeableConcept]

18.00.00 PID-18 Patient Account Number CX 0..1 Account[1].identifier Identifier 0..* CX

18.00.00 PID-18 Patient Account Number CX 0..1 Account[1].subject=Patient.id

19.00.00 PID-19 SSN Number - Patient ST 0..1 Patient.identifier[4].value string 0..1

19.00.00 PID-19 SSN Number - Patient ST 0..1 Patient.identifier[4].type="SB"

19.00.00 PID-19 SSN Number - Patient ST 0..1 Patient.identifier[4].system="???"

20.00.00 PID-20 Driver's License Number - Patient 0..1 Patient.identifier[5] identifier 0..1 DLN

21.00.00 PID-21 Mother's Identifier CX 0..* RelatedPerson.identifier Identifier 0..* CX

22.00.00 PID-22 Ethnic Group CWE 0..* Patient.#ext-ethnicity# coding 0..* CWE[Coding]

23.00.00 PID-23 Birth Place ST 0..1 Patient.extension-patient-birthplace.text string 0..1

24.00.00 PID-24 Multiple Birth Indicator ID 0..1 IF PID-25 NOT VALUED Patient.multipleBirthBoolean boolean 0..1

25.00.00 PID-25 Birth Order NM 0..1 Patient.multipleBirthInteger integer 0..1

26.00.00 PID-26 Citizenship CWE 0..* Patient.extension-patient-citizenship[1].code CodeableConcept 0..* CWE[CodeableConcept]

27.00.00 PID-27 Veterans Military Status CWE 0..1 Patient.#ext-veteranMilitaryStatus# CodeableConcept 0..1 CWE[CodeableConcept]

28.00.00 PID-28 Nationality CWE 0..1 Patient.extension-patient-nationality.code CodeableConcept 0..* CWE[CodeableConcept]

29.00.00 PID-29 Patient Death Date and TimeDTM 0..1 Patient.deceasedDateTime dateTime 0..1

30.00.00 PID-30 Patient Death Indicator ID 0..1 IF PID-29 NOT VALUED Patient.deceasedBoolean boolean 0..1

31.00.00 PID-31 Identity Unknown IndicatorID 0..1 Patient.#ext-identityUnknown# boolean 0..1

32.00.00 PID-32 Identity Reliability Code CWE 0..*

33.00.00 PID-33 Last Update Date/Time DTM 0..1 Patient.meta.lastUpdated instant 0..1

34.00.00 PID-34 Last Update Facility HD 0..1 Meta.#ext-lastUpdatedFacility(Organization)# Reference(Organization)0..1

35.00.00 PID-35 Taxonomic Classification CodeCWE 0..1 Patient.extension-patient-animal.species CodeableConcept 0..1 CWE[CodeableConcept]

36.00.00 PID-36 Breed Code CWE 0..1 Patient.extension-patient-animal.breed CodeableConcept 0..1 CWE[CodeableConcept]

37.00.00 PID-37 Strain ST 0..1

38.00.00 PID-38 Production Class Code CWE 0..2

39.00.00 PID-39 Tribal Citizenship CWE 0..* Patient.extension-patient-citizenship[2].code CodeableConcept 0..* CWE[CodeableConcept]

40.00.00 PID-40 Patient Telecommunication InformationXTN 0..* Patient.telecom[3] ContactPoint 0..* XTN

HL7 v2

FHIR Attribute

Condition (IF True) HL7 FHIR
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Display 

Sequence

Identifier Name Data TypeCardinality FHIR Attribute Data Type Cardinality Data Type Mapping

01.00.00 PD1-1 Living Dependency CWE 0..*

02.00.00 PD1-2 Living Arrangement CWE 0..1

03.00.00 PD1-3 Patient Primary Facility XON 0..* Patient.generalPractitioner(Organization) Reference(Organization) 0..* XON

04.00.00 PD1-4 Patient Primary Care 

Provider Name & ID No.

XCN 0..* Patient.generalPractitioner(PractitionerRole) Reference(PractitionerRole

)

0..* XCN[PractitionerRole]

05.00.00 PD1-5 Student Indicator CWE 0..1 Patient.#ext-studentStatus# CodeableConcept 0..1 CWE[CodeableConcept]

06.00.00 PD1-6 Handicap CWE 0..1 Patient.extension-patient-disability CodeableConcept 0..* CWE[CodeableConcept]

07.00.00 PD1-7 Living Will Code CWE 0..1 Patient.#ext-livingWill# CodeableConcept 0..1 CWE[CodeableConcept]

08.00.00 PD1-8 Organ Donor Code CWE 0..1

09.00.00 PD1-9 Separate Bill ID 0..1

10.00.00 PD1-10 Duplicate Patient CX 0..*

11.00.00 PD1-11 Publicity Code CWE 0..1

12.00.00 PD1-12 Protection Indicator ID 0..1

13.00.00 PD1-13 Protection Indicator 

Effective Date

DT 0..1

14.00.00 PD1-14 Place of Worship XON 0..* Patient.extension-patient-congregation string 0..1 XON[string]

15.00.00 PD1-15 Advance Directive Code CWE 0..*

16.00.00 PD1-16 Immunization Registry 

Status

CWE 0..1 Patient.active boolean 0..1

17.00.00 PD1-17 Immunization Registry 

Status Effective Date

DT 0..1

18.00.00 PD1-18 Publicity Code Effective 

Date

DT 0..1

19.00.00 PD1-19 Military Branch CWE 0..1

20.00.00 PD1-20 Military Rank/Grade CWE 0..1

21.00.00 PD1-21 Military Status CWE 0..1

22.00.00 PD1-22 Advance Directive Last 

Verified Date

DT 0..1

HL7 v2 HL7 FHIR
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Display 

Sequence

Identifier Name Data Type Cardinality FHIR Attribute Data Type Cardinality Data Type Mapping

01.00.00 NK1-1 Set ID - NK1 SI

02.00.00 NK1-2 Name XPN 0..* RelatedPerson.name HumanName 0..* XPN

03.00.00 NK1-3 Relationship CWE RelatedPerson.relationship CodeableConcept0..* CWE[CodeableConcept]

04.00.00 NK1-4 Address XAD 0..* RelatedPerson.address[1] Address 0..* XAD

05.00.00 NK1-5 Phone Number XTN 0..* RelatedPerson.telecom[1] ContactPoint 0..* XTN

06.00.00 NK1-6 Business Phone NumberXTN 0..* RelatedPerson.telecom[2] ContactPoint 0..* XTN

06.00.00 NK1-6 Business Phone NumberXTN 0..* RelatedPerson.telecom[2].use="work"

07.00.00 NK1-7 Contact Role CWE RelatedPerson.relationship[2] CodeableConcept0..* CWE[CodeableConcept]

08.00.00 NK1-8 Start Date DT RelatedPerson.period.start dateTime 0..1

09.00.00 NK1-9 End Date DT RelatedPerson.period.end dateTime 0..1

10.00.00 NK1-10 Next of Kin / Associated Parties Job TitleST

11.00.00 NK1-11 Next of Kin / Associated Parties Job Code/ClassJCC

12.00.00 NK1-12 Next of Kin / Associated Parties Employee NumberCX RelatedPerson.identifier	 Identifier 0..* CX

13.00.00 NK1-13 Organization Name - NK1XON 0..*

14.00.00 NK1-14 Marital Status CWE

15.00.00 NK1-15 Administrative Sex CWE RelatedPerson.gender code 0..1 CWE[code]
16.00.00 NK1-16 Date/Time of Birth DTM RelatedPerson.birthDate date 0..1

17.00.00 NK1-17 Living Dependency CWE 0..*

18.00.00 NK1-18 Ambulatory Status CWE 0..*

19.00.00 NK1-19 Citizenship CWE 0..*

20.00.00 NK1-20 Primary Language CWE RelatedPerson.communication.language CodeableConcept0..* CWE[CodeableConcept]

21.00.00 NK1-21 Living Arrangement CWE

22.00.00 NK1-22 Publicity Code CWE

23.00.00 NK1-23 Protection Indicator ID

24.00.00 NK1-24 Student Indicator CWE

25.00.00 NK1-25 Religion CWE

26.00.00 NK1-26 Mother's Maiden NameXPN 0..*

27.00.00 NK1-27 Nationality CWE

28.00.00 NK1-28 Ethnic Group CWE 0..*

29.00.00 NK1-29 Contact Reason CWE 0..*

30.00.00 NK1-30 Contact Person's NameXPN 0..* RelatedPerson.name HumanName 0..* XPN

31.00.00 NK1-31 Contact Person's Telephone NumberXTN 0..* RelatedPerson.telecom[3] ContactPoint 0..* XTN

32.00.00 NK1-32 Contact Person's AddressXAD 0..* RelatedPerson.address[2] Address 0..* XAD

33.00.00 NK1-33 Next of Kin/Associated Party's IdentifiersCX 0..* RelatedPerson.identifier	 Identifier 0..* CX

34.00.00 NK1-34 Job Status CWE

35.00.00 NK1-35 Race CWE 0..*

36.00.00 NK1-36 Handicap CWE

37.00.00 NK1-37 Contact Person Social Security NumberST RelatedPerson.identifier	 Identifier 0..* CX

38.00.00 NK1-38 Next of Kin Birth PlaceST

39.00.00 NK1-39 VIP Indicator CWE

40.00.00 NK1-40 Next of Kin Telecommunication InformationXTN RelatedPerson.telecom[4] ContactPoint 0..* XTN

41.00.00 NK1-41 Contact Person's Telecommunication InformationXTN RelatedPerson.telecom[5] ContactPoint 0..* XTN

HL7 v2 HL7 FHIR
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Appendix D – ISO 13606 Annex C  
 

We include the ISO 13606 Annex C on Cross-Domain Interoperability to provide a detailed discussion 

on method for building cross-domain interoperability from a service architecture view all the way to 

a detailed data element granularity, which is out of scope for this service functional model, but which 

may be of use to implementers. 

Cross-Domain Interoperability 
Interoperability, defined by IEEE as “ability of two or more systems or components to exchange 

information and to use the information that has been exchanged” has evolved during the last 25 

years from structured messaging (e.g. EDI, HL7 messaging) over sharing concepts (e.g. openEHR 

Archetypes, EN/ISO 13940 ContSys concepts) - both represent the data/information exchange 

paradigm - to cooperation at application level (e.g. Web services). Nevertheless, all those standards-

based interoperability approaches are restricted to computer-to-computer communication, 

representing information according to the domain independent ISO/IEC 10746 Information 

technology - Open Distributed Processing - Reference Model or to domain-specific information 

models such as ISO/HL7 21731 Health informatics - HL7 Version 3 - Reference Information Model. 

Meeting the objectives of improving safety, quality and efficiency of care with ICT support requires 

advancing interoperability between computer systems towards a business process specific co-

operation of actors representing the different domains participating in the business case. For that 

purpose, the agreed domain knowledge, but also individual (language, education, skills, experiences, 

social and psychological aspects, etc.) and environmental context have to be represented correctly 

and formally for integration in the ICT system as part of the business system. As the domain experts 

involved describe specific aspects of that business system in a specific context, using their specific 

terminologies and ontologies, methodologies and frameworks, the resulting informational 

representations are quite inconsistent, requiring a peer-to-peer interoperability adaptation process. 

Adapting existing standardized informational representations of domain-specific use cases to 

changing contexts or including other domains requires another common harmonized informational 

representation, resulting in permanent revisions of specifications. 

It is impossible to represent the highly complex, highly dynamic, multi-disciplinary/multi-domain 

healthcare system by one domain‘s terminology/ontology or - even worse - by using ICT ontologies. 

The same holds when using one domain’s representational style and models or standards as 

reference or master all the interrelated components have to be adapted to. 

The alternative is an abstract domain-independent representation of systems using Universal Type 

Theory and corresponding logics as philosophers do to describe the universe. The mathematical 

concept representation in combination with systems engineering methodologies allows representing 

any system architecturally (i.e. the system’s components, their functions and internal as well as 

external relations) by generically describing its composition/decomposition as well as the aspects 

(domains) of the system relevant in a specific context (e.g. business case). For correctly and formally 

representing the concepts and relations of the domain-specific subsystems involved in that business 

case, those subsystems are represented by their corresponding approved domain ontologies, 

resulting in a system-theoretical, architecture-centric, top-level ontology driven approach [1, 2]. The 

reference architecture model can be used recursively, so representing, e.g., the real-world systems’ 

continuum from elementary particles to the universe (Figure 1). 
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Figure C1. Interoperability Reference Architecture Model granularity levels 

By combining that model with ISO/IEC 10746, the Interoperability Reference Architecture Model 

(introduced in the nineties as Generic Component Model - GCM) as well as the applicable rules - the 

Interoperability Reference Architecture Model Framework - (also known as GCM Framework) is 

completed (Figure 2) [3]. 

 

Figure C2. The Interoperability Reference Architecture Model 

This Interoperability Reference Architecture Model allows consistently transforming and interrelating 

any domain-specific subsystem’s structure and behavior (e.g. domain-specific standards and 

specifications) by ontologically representing its concepts and relationships at the real world system 

component’s level of granularity. In other words, the domain-specific subsystem (e.g. a domain-

specific standard or specification) is re-engineered using the Interoperability Reference Architecture 

Model, by that way providing a standardized interface to that specification (Figure 3). 
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Figure C3. Interoperability mediated by the GCM Reference Architecture Model [2] 

Bound to the GCM Framework, inter-domain relationships have to happen at the same level of 

granularity [4]. To get there, intra-domain specializations/generalizations have to be performed. In 

summary, the Interoperability Reference Architecture Model supports ontology harmonization or 

knowledge harmonization to enable interoperability between existing systems, standards and 

solutions of any level of complexity without the demand for continuously adapting/revising those 

specifications. 

As an example, re-engineering of ISO 13606 “EHR communication” Reference Model (colored 

components) into the GCM is shown in Figure 4, thereby just considering the domains addressed in 

that model. On that basis, the harmonization of ISO 13606 with other specs such as HL7 v2 and v3 [4, 

5] – a permanent challenge Standards Development Organizations are faced with – can be easily 

performed. The figure shows a mixture of different viewpoints requiring advanced transformations 

not considered in the standard. Furthermore, there is a vast amount of explicit knowledge missing in 

ISO 13606 but necessary for harmonization as demonstrated by the non-colored components, which 

complete the architectural model. Just the ISO 13606 components presented in three dimensions 

represent valid architectural components in the reference architecture model. The others (colored 

rectangles) have to be transferred into valid components. 
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Figure C4. Re-engineering example of the ISO 13606 Reference Model 

The described process can be automated. The same holds for transforming the cross-domain, 

harmonized, consistent informational representation of the complex business system into the 

different ISO/IEC 10746 views for analyzing, designing, implementing and maintaining the related ICT 

solution. 

The presented approach has been successfully deployed in several cross-domain ISO specifications, 

such as ISO 22600 Health informatics - Privilege management and access control, ISO 21298 Health 

informatics - Functional and structural roles, HL7 Composite Security and Privacy Domain Analysis 

Model. Its feasibility has been practically demonstrated for automatically harmonizing HL7 v2.x and 

HL7 v3 specifications [5] or for automatically designing inter-domain Web services to facilitate multi-

disciplinary approaches to Type 2 Diabetes Care management [6, 7]. The approach also allows a 

comparative analysis and evaluation of ICT Enterprise Architectures [8]. 

 

Glossary 
- Model 

A model is a partial representation of reality. It is restricted to attributes the modeler is 

interested in. Defining the pragmatic aspect of a model, the interest is depending on the 

addressed audience, the reason and the purpose of modelling the reality and using the 

resulting model for a certain purpose and for a certain time instead of the original. 

Therefore, the model as a result of an interpretation has to be interpreted itself. 

- Reference Model 

A reference model is a general model describing a class of facts of a domain of discourse. 

- It enables the derivation of instances. 

- It can be used for comparing different models dealing with instances of the same 

class of facts. 
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- As development patterns, it enables the reuse of specifications. 

- A purpose of models is to create knowledge. An outcome of developing mathematical 

models is that it helps model builders and decision makers understand the relationships 

between important variables in a business situation. On the other hand, description and 

especially the interpretation of real systems are based on knowledge. 

- Concept 

A concept is a model. It shall be uniquely identifiable, accepted by experts and users, as well 

as independent. A concept as a knowledge component can be specialized and generalized as 

components can. 

- System 

A system groups structurally and/or functionally interrelated components, which are 

separated from the environment defining components by system boundaries 

- Alternative definition: The system is separated from the entirety by selecting 

components with common properties relevant in the business case‘s context. 

- Systems interact with their environment. 

- Systems can be composed (aggregated) to super-systems or decomposed 

(specialized) to sub-systems. 

- System Architecture 

The architecture of a system describes its components, their functions and relations. 

- Interoperability 

Interoperability describes motivation, willingness, ability, and capability to cooperate for 

achieving common goals or business objectives 

- Reference Architecture 

A reference architecture is a reference model for a class of architectures. 

- Policy 

Rules for selecting components and functions as well as constraints of the relations according 

to a business case are called policies. Policies define the intended behavior of a system. 
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